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MISSION
"To promote quality evangelical
theological education in Africa
by providing supporting services,
facilitating academic recognition,
and fostering continental and
inter-continental cooperation."

VISION

1. CONGRATULATIONS — TCZ IS NOW FULLY
ACCREDITED!!
It is with great joy that we share the good news of
approval of full accreditation status of Theological College of
Zimbabwe, in Bulawayo, with effect from 29th September 2014.
This was a culmination of a comprehensive process in which the
institution put together the Self-Evaluation Report (SER),
hosted the Visitation Team (VT) from 3rd to 7th March, 2014,
and responded to VT concerns and inquiries before final
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approval of its accreditation by ACTEA's Executive Committee
(ExCo).
This accreditation will be valid until 7th March 2024 — a
ten-year period — and pertains to TCZ's BA (Theology) study
programme. TCZ will be required to begin the re-accreditation
process in March 2022 (the eighth year) before the lapse of this
accreditation period. During the course of this period, TCZ will
continue to be accountable to ACTEA by submitting annual
reports, relevant fees and institutional documentations. In
addition, TCZ will host a mid-term official visitation by ACTEA
representative(s) between the fourth and sixth year. Among
other benefits of this new status, TCZ will now send one
representative to the highest governance organ of ACTEA, the
ACTEA Council.
We now invite all our ACTEA stakeholders to join us in
congratulating

TCZ

community

of

staff,

students,

and

proprietors for the hard work and determination they put into this process until the successful
attainment of ACTEA's full accreditation status for its BA programme.
It is our prayer that TCZ will continue to be inspired by this new accreditation status in its
pursuit of quality and excellence in general administrative operations, academic excellence, and
spiritual formation for all stakeholders of TCZ community.
Congratulations to TCZ and to God be the glory!

2. ATS VISITATION:
An ACTEA team consisting of Dr. Stephanie Black (former ACTEA Accreditation Officer, USA), Mr.
Endale Sebsebe (Academic Dean, Shiloh Bible College, Ethiopia), Prof. David Ngaruiya (Deputy ViceChancellor, ILU, Kenya), Mrs. Esther Nyagah (Registrar, AIU, Kenya) and Dr. Rich Stuebing (ACTEA
Deputy Director, USA) visited Africa Theological Seminary (ATS) in late October 2014 to assess ATS’s
desire for accreditation of their post-secondary programmes in Bible and Theology. ATS is located in
Kitale, Kenya and is the institution where the present ACTEA Director, Rev. Dr. Emmanuel
Chemengich, previously served as Principal. They have a unique programme of combining pastoral
ministry and academic work through a continuous short-term resident module system that is followed
by application in the field.

3. ACTEA

STAFF

VISIT

SIX

ETHIOPIAN

INSTITUTIONS
We are pleased to report that from 27th to 30th
October, 2014, ACTEA Executive Director, Rev. Dr. Emmanuel
Chemengich and Deputy Director, Dr. Rich Stuebing, made an
official visit to six of its accredited institutions located in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. The two arrived Addis Ababa on the
afternoon of 27th October, 2014, and resided at the SIM Guest
House throughout their week of their visitation in Ethiopia.
The institutions visited were: Ethiopian Graduate School of Theology (EGST); Mekane Yesus
Seminary (MKC); Pentecostal Theological College (PTC); Meserete Kristos College (MKC); Ethiopian
Full Gospel Theological Seminary (EFGTS); and Evangelical Theological College (ETC).
During the visit to these institutions, ACTEA representatives were given a tour of each
institution's facilities, which included administrative offices,
library, dining, hostels, lecture rooms, and (at MKC) a farm.
In most institutions, they were able to present to their staff an
overview of ACTEA services and the recent organizational
changes including, relocation of ACTEA office from Ndola,
Zambia, to Nairobi, Kenya; new governance structures; new
website (www.acteaweb.org); among others. They also invited
feedback on matters related to ACTEA accreditation services
and relationship dynamics between their institutions and ACTEA.

Overall, ACTEA representatives were impressed by the progress made in most of the
institutions visited evident in various aspects of their operations, such as upgraded physical facilities,
reviewed academic curriculum, quality assurance systems, high qualifications of faculty,
Africanization of staff/faculty, initiation of income-generating projects, improved stocking of
libraries, and a strong desire from institutional leadership teams for a closer working relationship
with ACTEA.
The institutions also shared some of their challenges which include: low staff remunerations,
inadequate funding support of institutions, inadequate library holdings especially African literature,
unreliable internet services, inadequate physical facilities, among others.
We in ACTEA praise God for the opportunity to visit these institutions, which not only
provided a unique opportunity for our new Executive Director to know the staff and institutional
facilities and locations and getting latest information on each of these institutions, but also for the
opportunity it offered the ACTEA team to listen to the leadership of these institutions as they posed
their questions, inquiries, and suggestions and also shared both their concerns and joys in their
ongoing relationship with ACTEA. It is our pledged commitment to incorporate some of the inputs
and suggestions received in streamlining ACTEA services to our institutions and in future revisions of
ACTEA policies and standards of accreditation for improved delivery of quality services to our
constituents.

RECENT AND ONGOING ACTEA ACTIVITIES:
4. ACC CANDIDACY APPLICATION REVIEW VISIT
We are delighted to inform you that African Christian College (ACC) located in Tubungu, 15
kilometers from capital city, Mbabane, Swaziland, hosted ACTEA representative, Dr. Peter W. Smuts
of Bible Institute of South Africa (BISA), who is also a member of the ACTEA Executive Council
(ExCo), from 18th to 20th November, 2014. This was an official ACTEA on-site review visitation in
response to ACC's application for Candidacy dated, 6th October, 2014.
Dr. Smuts' report is currently being assessed by autonomous and independent Review Panel
members, who will make final recommendations soon. Let's all pray for ACC leadership and all
stakeholders as they await the results of their Candidacy application.
Feel free to visit their website, www.africanchristiancollege.org, to learn more about ACC.

5. ICETE BOARD MEETING
ACTEA Executive

Director,

Rev Dr

Emmanuel

Chemengich, attended ICETE (International Council for
Evangelical Theological Education) Board meeting held in
Orlando, Florida, USA, from 7th to 9th November, 2014. This
forum brings together representatives from all continental
accrediting agencies that provide services to evangelical
theological institutions. They are: ACTEA - Association for Christian Theological Education (Africa);
ATA - Asia Theological Association (Asia); CETA - Caribbean Evangelical Theological Association
(Caribbean); EEAA - European Evangelical Accrediting Association (Europe); E-AAA - Euro-Asian
Accrediting Association (Euro-Asia); AETAL - Association for Evangelical Theological Education in
Latin America (Latin America); MEATE - Middle East Association for Theological Education (Middle
East and North Africa); ABHE - Association for Biblical Higher Education (North America); and
SPAEC - South Pacific Association of Evangelical Colleges (South Pacific).
Among other things, ICETE Board brings all these nine regional associations together to
facilitate international networking, interactions, and collaborations towards enhancement of
evangelical theological education globally.
For more details, visit the ICETE website, www.icete-edu.org

6. SPECIAL PRAYER FOR OUR
INSTITUTIONS IN LIBERIA AND
SIERRA LEONE:
We do appreciate your prayers for our institutions that
are seriously affected by the outbreak of Ebola. TECT
and LBTS have had numerous challenges since the
outbreak of the virus over six months ago. Ebola is not
totally gone, although there are fewer cases than before.
Both institutions have remained closed in compliance
with their Government's pronouncement for all schools in the country to close. Liberia government
thinks schools can reopen, something which has attracted many mixed reactions from the public.
Some think it is timely; some think it is not.
LBTS is about to reopen in compliance with Governments pronouncement for all schools to do
so. The challenges are numerous. Some preventive protocols were released by Government to prevent

new cases among students, but it seems the expenses will be too huge for many schools to incur
without subsidy from Government or elsewhere.
In Sierra Leone, the government has said that all learning institutions will remain closed until
the country is declared Ebola free by the World Health Organization (WHO).
The closure of schools and colleges has frustrated parents, students, teachers and education
authorities/providers in these two countries. The fear that many students will not be able to return to
school is becoming imminent due to some anti-education practices of some students, while for others
it may result in the death of their education funders due to the Ebola virus. In fact, many families have
been out of jobs since the outbreak — this includes both the staff of LBTS and TECT. How students
will generate their tuition costs is plaguing many families.
For those willing to support LBTS and TECT- either financially or by donating the protective gears,
you can get in touch with the two institutions via the contacts below;
Dr. Samuel Kargbo- Principal TECT pastorkargbo@yahoo.co.uk
Dr. Richard Francis Wilson- President LBTS richard.f.wilson@gmail.com or
Rev. Alexander J. Brooks- Academic Dean LBTS- askrevbrooks@gmail.com
We do appreciate your prayers and support for this heavy matter.

7. OUR INSTITUTIONS’ PRAYER CONCERNS:
Thanksgiving: Thanksgiving for a new year and a new term
for many institutions!
Transitions: Many institutions are in transition from
Colleges/Seminaries to fully fledged universities. Let us pray
that as they plan carefully through this process, the Lord will
grant them favour, grace and strength they need in this journey.
Please pray for wisdom and guidance for all leadership members involved in the decision-making
process and implementation. Let us also pray that these institutions maintain strong theological
programmes as they widen their course offerings.
Curriculum Revision: For the institutions that are revising their Curricula, let us pray that even as
they do their research and put the new curriculum framework together, that the Lord will guide them
and grant them wisdom on what needs to be in the new curriculum.
Accreditation and Re-accreditation: Let us pray for the ACTEA institutions that are in the
process of getting their programmes accredited or re-accredited. We pray for wisdom, renewal of
strength and good health of the leadership involved in writing the Self Evaluation Reviews (SER).
Financial Stability: Let us pray for financial stability of our theological institutions. Many
institutions are also putting up physical structures which need to be completed on time to support

various programmes. May the Lord provide resources immeasurably for the continuity of the gospel
and theological education in Africa.
Peace: A good number of African countries are not politically stable. We pray that the Lord will give
Africa peace, that wars will not be our portion. May we be instruments of peace in Africa, and let us
continue to love each other as Christ has loved us and maintain peace among each other.

8. UPCOMING ACTEA EVENTS & DIRECTOR'S 2015
TRIPS
Note and pray for the success of the following upcoming meetings:
•
•
•

OCI Institute: 5th -7th May (Nigeria)
AEA General Assembly: 27th June - 2nd July (Zimbabwe)
ICETE Consultation: 6th -11th November (Turkey)

9. RESOURCES FOR THEOLOGICAL EDUCATORS
[Reviews of recent Africa-related publications relevant for
informed Christian reflection are provided for this newsletter
by the specialist journal BookNotes for Africa. The reviews
are of particular interest for theological educators, libraries
and researchers in Africa and elsewhere. Each issue offers 40
reviews, and to date BookNotes has published more than twelve hundred such reviews. The
subscription rate is US$10 for four issues (airmail) to addresses within Africa, and $15 to
addresses overseas. Send inquiries and orders to: BookNotes for Africa, c/o Dr. Rich
Stuebing,

612

Messiah

Circle,

Mechanicsburg,

PA

17055

USA,

or

email

to:

booknotesforafrica@gmail.com]
Ferdinando, Keith The Battle is God’s
Bukuru: African Christian Textbooks, 2012. 153 pp, pb, about $4
[order from: ACTS, PMB 2020, Bukuru 930008, Plateau State, Nigeria; or from: ACTS, PO Box
145-00502, Karen, Nairobi, Kenya]
This thin but substantive book deserves high praise and wide readership on a continent where
traditional religions continue to shape the worldviews of vast numbers, including a growing number
who now claim adherence to more sanctioned forms of religion. Ferdinando brings to bear his

considerable theological and biblical acumen, and many years of experience in both French-speaking
and English-speaking Africa, on a topic that retains a peculiar
urgency for Christianity on the continent. Those familiar with
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Ferdinando’s earlier study, The Triumph of Christ in African
Perspective will be pleased by this eminently successfully effort to
make the fruit of that important but technical study available to a
much wider audience. For two reasons this is a very important
contribution for the development of faithful Christian belief and
practice in Africa. First, the book provides a clear and reliable
analysis of the issues related to the unseen world, issues which
fundamentally shape beliefs and actions across a wide range of
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African cultures. Second, it provides a model of the sort of

Website: www.acteaweb.org

that begins with a penetrating analysis of core cultural

theology that is much needed in our African churches—a theology
commitments and then evaluates and challenges them with robust

biblical theology. After outlining the importance of puncturing core features of an individual’s
worldview in order to bring about transformation, Ferdinando sketches the key components of the
African worldview related to the unseen world. In the remaining four chapters, he sets out the biblical
theology that challenges and displaces that worldview. He demonstrates that the unseen world is not
an amoral ‘anarchy of spirits’ over which God may be supreme but in which he is uninvolved. Rather,
the God of biblical revelation is both actively involved and transcendently sovereign. Thus, the Bible
fosters not a preoccupation with the spirits and efforts to influence them, but a preoccupation with
God and faith-filled obedience to him. In contrast to the assumption that the primary problems facing
humans originate from the capricious actions of spirits, Scripture posits that the primary problem is
sin. Christ’s victory over Satan comes through his triumph over sin—the source of Satan’s power over
human lives. That being the case, Scripture portrays Satan’s threat to human lives as much greater
than the threat of physical or economic harm that is the primary but relatively superficial concern of
traditional religions. Satan intends to lead people into various forms of rebellion against God that lead
to eternal destruction. In a final chapter, Ferdinando considers the ‘weapons of our warfare’ by which
God equips us to engage in the struggle with Satan. In this battle, our warfare is not primarily about
rebuking demons or resisting sorcery or rooting out witches but about the pursuit of the righteous
lives that come from believing the truth. If there were but one book to be recommended for required
reading at theological schools in Africa, this might well be it.
Nkansah-Obrempong, James Foundations for African Theological Ethics
Carlisle, UK: Langham Monographs, 2013. 371 pp, pb, £20

The author, a Ghanaian theologian, is Academic Dean and Associate Professor of Theology and Ethics
at Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology (NEGST). In this book he attempts to integrate
African, western and biblical ethical perspectives, and to offer a solid biblical and theological
foundation for ethical reflection in the African context. Accordingly, in a substantial initial section of
six chapters, including separate chapters on both OT and NT ethics as well as on traditional African
and contemporary western perspectives, the author lays his ‘theoretical, biblical and theological
foundations’. On the basis of those foundations he then seeks to respond in a further eight chapters to
a range of contemporary social issues facing Africa, such as politics, economics, work, ethnicity,
family and ecology. One of many positive features of the book is its identification of the negative
impact on Africa of western secular ethics with its individualistic and materialistic roots. Moreover,
while Nkansah is not uncritical of traditional African ethics, he draws frequently and helpfully on that
tradition to enhance and illustrate his exposition of Christian ethics. One example is his use of African
proverbs, such as this one from his chapter, ‘Culture and Family’: ‘The one who looked after you to
grow your teeth, you should look after them to lose their teeth’. The broad range of often quite
complex issues that Nkansah seeks to cover means that depth sometimes risks being lost.
Furthermore, the analysis of traditional African ethics could at times be more penetrating and critical.
For example, the book does not take sufficient notice of the extent to which an overbearing communal
ethic along with beliefs in sorcery and ancestral power can inhibit economic initiative and the creation
of wealth. Nevertheless, given its wide range, given Nkansah’s concern to establish a solid theological
foundation for ethical reflection, and given its many other positive features, this book will be a
valuable resource for the study of ethics in the African context, and will doubtless become a standard
text for ethics courses in African theological schools. Unquestionably the libraries of every such
institution should stock a copy.

10.

ACTEA LIBRARIANS eNEWS

If you have library news or questions, please feel free to contact David
Fitz-Patrick at dfitz@bisa.org.za so that he can include them or help
where possible via our ACTEA Librarians eNews.

“Those blessings are the sweetest that are won with prayers
and won with thanks”-Thomas Goodwin

